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Quick facts on earnings 
$566 million repurchase 

Loss due to mark-to-market adjusting of kuaishou Technology stock that is just going down since 

listing in HK. 

 

Revenue growth: 
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This is getting interesting compared to the valuation”: 

 

~The business will likely continue to grow. 
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Conference call notes 
Developments on all fronts, from Cloud, AI, Robotaxies, autonomous drive. 12 other OEM, the likes 

of Ford, GM, Toyota, and Hyundai have signed with DuerOS for installation in 17 makes. 

On search, they now managed pages for companies. 

 

$26 million in cash and $1.1 billion in FCF over the quarter. 

Questions: 

On Regulation? 

A: “we are ready for it and strong on data security and privacy”. On development: “I'm quite 

optimistic that Robotaxi will be commercially available in more than 30 cities in 2 to 3 years.” 

“I think by the year 2025, we will cross the line, which means that the total cost of Robotaxi ride-

hailing will be lower than manned-vehicle ride-hailing. And after that, I think that the scale will be 

able to grow much larger than it is today. And I think around that time, we should be able to report 

in a separate line.” 
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So, in 2025 they are planning to report robotaxies as a separate line and business. If there is still 

hype around it, It might have some value. How much value, nobody knows, but this is the option you 

get from such investments. 

 

In summary, they are working on AI, Cloud and Autonomous driving expecting profitability on 

Robotaxies by 2025. If they can do that, with a bit of positive sentiment, the stock could boom. 

Investment thesis 

 

For now, Baidu is making $1 billion in free cash flow per year while iQiYi is still burning around $220 

million per quarter. 

So, on one had you have $26 billion in cash and heavy investments of $1.8 billion over one quarter 

that might lead to profits down the road – we are talking 2025 for robotaxies, while we will see 

about cloud, AI and all the other projects. 

The company took $1 billion of debt at very low interest rates for corporate purposes and 

refinancing. 

The market capitalization is $48 billion. If I remove the cash, you are paying $22 billion for $4 billion 

in FCF per year from the core business and the potential of all the projects they are involved. 

The thing is that nobody knows when or how will the projects materialize into profitability and when 

will the company make money on that. Therefore the stock has been selling of as the market doesn’t 

know what to think about it.  

You have to see how this fits you and whether you want to have such an option in your portfolio and 

how much to put into it. 

I did buy BIDU in the large portfolio with a starting small purchase to learn more about it. At current 

valuations I think I might do another purchase and then see how it develops over the coming 5 

years. But let me first compare to other options in the Large Portfolio! 

Investment conclusion: there is definitely value and positive cash flows in the core search advertising 

business and there is high uncertainty related to all other investments. Nobody knows how will this 

develop and when so one needs to have a high amount of patience and place his bets carefully in a 

Large portfolio. 

Nothing to change in the valuation – for a 10% return, BIDU should be valued at least at $77 billion. 

https://ir.baidu.com/news-releases/news-release-details/baidu-announces-pricing-us1-billion-notes-offering-0
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At current levels one can expect higher returns, but a lot comes from the uncertainty related to the 

projects. Given the projects are almost received for free, it is a positive option for exposure to the 

sector of AI, Cloud and autonomous that we will see how it will develop. 

On my list, BIDU has really gotten cheap, but I just feel it is also such an investment where it is really 

uncertain what the outcome will be of the heavy investments into new technologies. If it becomes a 

leader, it will be worth much more than currently while if not, it can give many years of ugly ahead. 

Unfortunately, I can’t see beyond so I have to manage the risks here. 

 

Kuaishow will report earnings on the 25th, so that will be a nice addition to look at from a Baidu 

perspective where Baidu holds an 11.2% stake while Tencent is the majority holder with 21%. Can’t 

promise when, but will dig deeper as I build on these investing frameworks. 


